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DEspre
Am făcut puțin research și pentru că internetul nu 
minte niciodată, am aflat că durează cam 3 luni să 
îți creezi un obicei nou. Mi-am zis că de ce nu ar fi 
adevărat și reversul? Poate tot ce trebuie să faci 
este să te abții 100 de zile. 

Pentru asta am făcut un calendar cu 100 de foi 
motivaționale unde va trebui să îl printezi și să 
rupi câte o foaie pentru fiecare zi în care vrei să 
faci sau să nu faci ceva. 

E un pact personal făcut de tine cu tine. Dacă îl 
încalci, trebuie să o iei de la capăt. #haipuțin



100
zile rămase

E abia prima zi, hai puțin cu ambiția aia!



99
zile rămase

Felicitări, ai trecut de prima zi! Mai ai 99.

Cu banii pe care i-ai fi dat pe viciu, fugi și 
cumpără ceva bun, gen o înghețată.
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98
zile rămase

Bravo Boss! Mai ai 98 de zile!

De fiecare dată când simți nevoia să fumezi, 
bagă 10 flotări sau 30 abdomene. O să ai 
corp de semizeu după astea 100 de zile.
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97
zile rămase
Greul încă nu a trecut dar ai rezistat 3 zile! 

“Viața este ca mersul pe bicicletă. Pentru a-ți 
menține echilibrul trebuie să continui să mergi 
înainte.” – Naiba știe cine a zis asta dar așa e!
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96
zile rămase

Trăiești doar o dată, dar daca o faci corect o dată 
este de ajuns. - Cineva

Nu are nicio legătură citatul cu ce faci dar măcar 
ai rezistat 4 zile.
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95
zile rămase

Eu nu sunt ceea ce mi se întâmplă, eu sunt ceea 
ce aleg să devin. – Carl Jung

Așa da, acum citatul ăsta are sens!
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94
zile rămase

“Nimic nu valorează mai mult decât ziua de azi.” 
– Goethe

Jessus, cine căcat scrie citatele astea?
Oricum, ai reușit să reziști o săptămână!
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93
zile rămase

Hai cu săptămâna 2!
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92
zile rămase

Încă puțin și termini cu cifra 9
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91
zile rămase
It does not matter how slowly you go as long 

as YOU do not stop!

De aici o dăm pe engleză



90
zile rămase
I’m not telling you it is going to be easy, I’m 

telling you it’s going to be worth it.



89
zile rămase

Cifra revoluției. Asta e revoluția ta!
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88
zile rămase
 I understood myself only after I destroyed 

myself. And only in the process of fixing myself, 
did I know who I really was.
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87
zile rămase
I know you’re tired, I know you feel like giving 

up, but you’re not going to. You know why? 
Because you are strong, and when you’re 

survived through all the shit. You Can Survive.
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86
zile rămase
It’s not that some people have willpower and 

some don’t. It’s that some people are ready to 
change and others are not.
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85
zile rămase

If you find yourself in a hole, the first thing to do 
is stop digging.
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84
zile rămase

It’s gonna get harder before it gets easier. 
But it will get better, you just gotta make it 

through the hard stuff first.
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83
zile rămase
It does not matter how slowly you go as long 

as you do not stop!



82
zile rămase

This is not for people who need it, it’s for 
people who want it.



81
zile rămase

Bravo, ai ajuns la 20 de zile!



80
zile rămase

You were never created to live depressed, 
defeated, guilty, condemned, ashamed or 

unworthy. You were create to be victorious.



79
zile rămase

Don’t let mental blocks control you. Set yourself 
free. Confront your fear and turn the mental 

blocks into building blocks.
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78
zile rămase
 I understood myself only after I destroyed 

myself. And only in the process of fixing myself, 
did I know who I really was.
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77
zile rămase

“Do the thing and you will have the power.”
― Ralph Waldo Emerson
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76
zile rămase

Whatever negative things people think and say 
about you is enough to bring you down provided 
you belief that it carries a weight that can push 
you hard. Don't agree to accept what critics say; 
be prepared to silence them by doing what they 

think you can't do!
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75
zile rămase

Never allow anyone to define you!  

76



74
zile rămase

Once you can write an alphabet, you can 
write a book of 100 million pages. It's just a 
matter of believing it as possible, and taking 

the cross millimetre by millimetre.
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73
zile rămase

Refuse to become a victim of your 
circumstances and give a lift to your 

potentials each and every day against the 
wish of any obstacle you encounter!



72
zile rămase

You don’t have to achieve everything 
overnight. You just have to be willing to try. 
One day at a time. Just keep trying. Keep 

believing.



71
zile rămase

Bravo, ai ajuns la 30 de zile!



70
zile rămase

You will know the limit of your strength 
when you fight for what you are afraid to 

lose. If you know what to be scared of, then 
you fight harder. Eventually, you learn how 

to win.



69
zile rămase

Hehe
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68
zile rămase

You already have inside of you what you need to 
prevail, you only need to believe that is true.
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67
zile rămase

Belive, if you can think it; You can do it.
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66
zile rămase

Dream high. Aim for it as long as you can. Don’t 
let anyone ruin it. You have the power to make it 

come true.
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65
zile rămase

If life throws shit... throw it back and say
"I ain't taking it!”
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64
zile rămase
Smile, keep your head up, keep moving and 

stay positive, you'll get through it.
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63
zile rămase

Nobody but you have to believe in your 
dreams to make them a reality.



62
zile rămase

If you fail, you will be sad. But if you quit, 
you will be mad. Don't give up!



61
zile rămase

Bravo, ai ajuns la 40 de zile!



60
zile rămase

You were built for this moment.



59
zile rămase

Dare to move any mountain!
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58
zile rămase

All that the spider needs to complete its web is 
step taking.
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57
zile rămase

If you want to do something—you can do it! You 
just have to be focused and persistent.
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56
zile rămase
Self-confidence and self-will are strength for 

sacred accomplishments.
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55
zile rămase

With grace you can realise your goals.
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54
zile rămase
Bravery breaks barriers! You were not born 

to be mediocre! Put on courage and 
conquer! Don’t forget, however, never ever 

to go without true humility in all your 
endeavors!
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53
zile rămase

You are responsible for who you become.



52
zile rămase

Thinking without acting makes you a 
coward. Acting without thinking makes you 

insane. You need both the thoughts and 
actions; they never walk alone!



51
zile rămase

EȘTI LA JUMAAATEEEEEEE!



50
zile rămase

Never let your fears be the boundaries of 
your dreams.



49
zile rămase

Self confidence is the greatest courage for any 
success.
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48
zile rămase

Always remember that there were many times in 
the past where you thought it couldn't be done, 

but somehow you found a way to do it.
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47
zile rămase

There is no limit to what you can do.
Go forward and fulfil your dream.
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46
zile rămase
Get out of your mind and become crazy about 

your future in a creative way!
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45
zile rămase

You have to choose your path.
You have to decide what you wish to do.

You are the only person that can determine your 
destiny.
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44
zile rămase

If you do what you always did, you will get 
what you always got.
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43
zile rămase
Just when the caterpillar thought the world 

was ending, he turned into a butterfly.



42
zile rămase

Opportunities don't happen, you create 
them.



41
zile rămase

Încă 40 de zile!



40
zile rămase

No one can make you feel inferior without 
your consent.



39
zile rămase
The ones who are crazy enough to think they 
can change the world, are the ones who do.
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38
zile rămase

What seems to us as bitter trials are often 
blessings in disguise.
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37
zile rămase

Do one thing every day that scares you.
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36
zile rămase

Life is not about finding yourself. Life is about 
creating yourself.
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35
zile rămase

Your problem isn't the problem. Your reaction is 
the problem.
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34
zile rămase

You can do anything, but not everything.
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33
zile rămase

The starting point of all achievement is 
desire.



32
zile rămase

Success is the sum of small efforts, 
repeated day-in and day-out.



31
zile rămase

Încă 30 de zile!



30
zile rămase
All progress takes place outside the comfort 

zone.



29
zile rămase

Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of 
fear--not absence of fear.
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28
zile rămase
People often say that motivation doesn't last. 

Well, neither does bathing--that's why we 
recommend it daily.
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27
zile rămase
We become what we think about most of the 

time, and that's the strangest secret.
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26
zile rămase
The only place where success comes before 

work is in the dictionary.
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25
zile rămase
Too many of us are not living our dreams be-

cause we are living our fears. 
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24
zile rămase

Success is liking yourself, liking what you 
do, and liking how you do it.
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23
zile rămase
The first step toward success is taken when 

you refuse to be a captive of the 
environment in which you first find yourself.



22
zile rămase
The successful warrior is the average man, 

with laser-like focus.



21
zile rămase

Încă 20 de zile!
Hai că se poate!



20
zile rămase

If you don't design your own life plan, 
chances are you'll fall into someone else's 

plan. And guess what they have planned for 
you? Not much.



19
zile rămase
Don't let the fear of losing be greater than the 

excitement of winning.
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18
zile rămase

If you want to make a permanent change, stop 
focusing on the size of your problems and start 

focusing on the size of you!
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17
zile rămase

You can't connect the dots looking forward; you 
can only connect them looking backwards. So 
you have to trust that the dots will somehow 
connect in your future. You have to trust in 
something--your gut, destiny, life, karma, 

whatever. 
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16
zile rămase

There is only one motivation, and that is desire. 
No reasons or principle contain it or stand 

against it.
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15
zile rămase

Success does not consist in never making 
mistakes but in never making the same one a 

second time.
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14
zile rămase
I don't want to get to the end of my life and 

find that I lived just the length of it. I want to 
have lived the width of it as well.
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13
zile rămase

You must expect great things of yourself 
before you can do them.



12
zile rămase
Motivation is what gets you started. Habit is 

what keeps you going.



11
zile rămase

Încă 10 de zile!
Nici tu nu credeai că poți dar uite că se poate!



10
zile rămase
There is no chance, no destiny, no fate, that 
can hinder or control the firm resolve of a 

determined soul.



9
zile rămase

Our greatest fear should not be of failure but of 
succeeding at things in life that don't really 

matter.
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8
zile rămase
People often say that motivation doesn't last. 

Well, neither does bathing--that's why we 
recommend it daily.



7
zile rămase

Ultima săptămână. Nu îmi vine să cred!



6
zile rămase
Be miserable. Or motivate yourself. Whatever 

has to be done, it's always your choice.



5
zile rămase

You've got to get up every morning with 
determination if you're going to go to bed with 

satisfaction.



4
zile rămase

To accomplish great things, we must not 
only act, but also dream, not only plan, but 

also believe.



3
zile rămase

Most of the important things in the world 
have been accomplished by people who 

have kept on trying when there seemed to 
be no help at all.



2
zile rămase
Real difficulties can be overcome; it is only 
the imaginary ones that are unconquerable.



1
z i  r ă m a s ă

Tu ai idee ce ai făcut? Încă o zi!!!



0
zile rămase

Felicitări! Ai reușit.
Drumul a fost lung și greu dar nu trebuie să 

te dai bătut acum. 
Lupta abia începe!



200
zile rămase

Ce, credeai că s-a terminat?
Nu ți-am zis că abia începe lupta?

Rupe foaia asta când atingi 200 de zile.
#haiputin



65
zile rămase

Și faci un an!
De ce căcat te-ai da bătut acum?

#haiputin

200



365
zile rămase

Ai rezitat 1 an! Bravo. Acum hai cu anul 2
Peste fix 365 de zile rupe foaia.
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toate
zile rămase

Ca un maestru budist, nu mai am ce să te învăț. 
A rămas doar să mai reziști tot restul zilelor. 

Cât de greu poate să fie, ai facut-o deja 2 ani.

Te las cu ultimul citat motivațional:

You may have to fight a battle more than once to 
win it.

365




